Press Release
Locam entrusts Hardis Group to operate and upgrade its information system,
which lies at the heart of its business challenges
For over 7 years, Locam has been outsourcing its IT infrastructure management and specific
business application development to Hardis Group. The subsidiary of Crédit Agricole receives
day-to-day support to upgrade its information system, the foundation of this expanding
business.
Grenoble, June 26, 2012 - Services, business software publishing and facilities management
company Hardis Group has been working with Locam for seven years. Locam is a financial
institution specializing in tailor-made financing solutions for professionals. The facilities
management, development and third-party application maintenance services provided by Hardis
enable the Crédit Agricole subsidiary to have an agile, secure and largely outsourced information
system capable of meeting its rapidly changing business challenges.
The information system is the foundation of an expanding business
Locam has been specializing in sales financing since it was created in 1976. The Crédit Agricole
subsidiary works with over 3,000 industrial and commercial companies in all sectors of activity,
offering them a range of tailor-made rental financing and credit solutions for their professional
customers. Each year, more than 300,000 financing applications are accepted enabling Locam's
partners to be paid in cash and their clients to spread out their payments.
Locam's strategy for continuing its development (10% to 20% growth per year) is to always offer
value-added services to its partners to facilitate their financing application and approval processes
while protecting themselves from excessive financial risk.
An IT partner supporting business partners
This means that where the information system is concerned, efficient, available, secure and
scalable tools are required. In 2004, an in-depth analysis of the cost/service level ratio led Locam
to entrust Hardis with facilities management and the management of functional and technical
upgrades (infrastructure, applications) to its information system.
The two companies have established a real partnership over the last 7 years. Hardis supports
Locam's strategy on a daily basis, developing, maintaining and upgrading its IT tools, which are at
the heart of its business. For example, financing applications are now fully paperless and
processed in under two hours (from application via the Locam Extranet to sending the e-contract),
while complying with the regulatory constraints of financial authorities.
"Hardis' dedicated teams quickly understood the specific characteristics of our business and work
with us on a daily basis to help us upgrade our information system to meet our operational and
strategic needs," said Sylvain Bergeron, Resources and Operations Manager at Locam.
Agility and responsiveness to address business needs
In 2011 alone, the creation of these new services for Locam's partners and upgrade and corrective
maintenance for internal applications and existing processes required over a hundred
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developments, which is the equivalent of 1,700 man days. "With such a high level of activity, our
two companies established a very close relationship. Hardis' comprehension of our requirements
and its teams' responsiveness enabled us to make rapid and efficient progress," explained Sylvain
Bergeron.
The partnership is made even stronger by the fact that Hardis' services do not stop at application
upgrades but also extend to facilities management for Locam's IT infrastructure: hosting,
administration, operation, security and keeping the IS in operating condition. In 2011, for example,
200 man days were dedicated to upgrading Locam's IT architecture, particularly with the
implementation of a disaster recovery plan (DRP).
"With Hardis, we have found the ideal formula: outsourcing most of our information system, the
foundation of our business, to a trusted partner while maintaining the agility and security of our
processes," said Sylvain Bergeron.

About Hardis
Hardis Group was created in 1984. It is both a software publisher and an IT services company. Ever
since it was created, this company has built growth in a resolutely different way, based on
pragmatism and the core values of local presence and a strong commitment to both customers
and employees. The founding directors still run the company, 25% of employees are shareholders,
and all the personnel is based in France.
Hardis focuses on seven major sectors: infrastructure and facilities management, development
and Third-Party Application Maintenance (TPAM), consulting and project owner support, business
intelligence, logistics and transport (Reflex solutions), development tools (Adelia Studio), and
payroll outsourcing (Saphyr software).
As a software publisher, Hardis is capable of integrating its own solutions and can also call on the
services of a network of partners. Its consultants are experts in high-quality IT project
methodologies (such as ITIL and CMMI).
Hardis posted turnover figures of €53 million in 2011. To date, the Group has more than 2,500
customers and employs 620 people. Its head office is located in Grenoble, with five other branches
in Lyon, Paris, Lille, Nantes and Rennes.
www.hardis.fr
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